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ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of all ages, abilities, and

interest. We are committed to providing the most current, up-to-date

information on model and real world rocketry, and to provide

educational material, as well as, entertaining information.

ZOG-43 is published bi-monthly and is available to anyone on a

subscription basis: $10 for email; $1 5 for meeting pickup; $20 for US

postal mail delivery.

Material in ZOG -43 is copyrighted. Free and unlimited reproduction is

granted with the proper credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

If you have any questions about ZOG- 43, NARHAMS, subscriptions,

or if you have any comment(s), correspondence, or if you’d like to

submit an article, send them to:

ZOG-43

1 404 Sweet Cherry Court Severn, MD 211 44

E-Mail us at: zog43editor@yahoo.com

About NARHAMS

The National Association ofRocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling

Section, or NARHAMS, serves Baltimore, the state ofMaryland.,

Washington, DC and the surrounding Metropolitan areas. The club is a

section (#139) of the National Association ofRocketry (NAR).

We are the oldest continuously active model rocket club in the United

States, first established as a high school club in 1963, changing our

name to NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR section in 1965.

NARHAMS is the only seven time winner of the NAR “Section of the

Year” award (1997, 1 998, 1 999, 2001 , 2004, 2006, and 2007).

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at NASA’s

Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Md, at Old National

Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. and at the Carroll County Agriculture

Center, near Westminster, Md.

NARHAMS welcomes all to our monthly meetings and launches.

For details, dates and directions to our club, meetings and launches, go

to:

http://narhams.org

Welcome New Members

William, Elizabeth and Katherine Coopers

Gerald Godwin

Kendra Newton

Welcome Renewing Members

Fabrice Derullieux

James Duffy

Alex Mankevich

Jim Miers

Alan Williams

ZOG ROYAL COURT
(NARHAMS OFFICERS)

ZOG (President) Alex Mankevich

VICE ZOG (Vice-President) Frank Panek

COLLECTOR OF THE ROYAL TAXES
(Treasurer) Maria Ha

KEEPER OF THE HOLY WORDS (Secretary)

Chris Kidwell

COURT JESTER (Section Advisor) Mark Wise

Facebook Stuff: from Jef Fineran

For anyone that may be interested, AOPA (Aircraft

Owners and Pilots Association) has started a

Facebook page that distributes Temporary flight

Restrictions, as they are issued. Any Facebook users

that are interested can "like" their page. Just figured I

would pass it along, seeing as we have a good

number of these in the general area surrounding DC.

Search for "AOPA TFRAlerts" and it should take you

to the page.
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Ole Ed Person Walks, Talks and Cuts
Ribbons at Rockville Science Day

Alex Mankevich

NARHAMS President

NARHAMS helped the Rockville Consortium for Science

celebrate its 25th Science Day at Montgomery College on

April 6, 2014. NARHAMS is one of the original

participants of this annual event, and our build and fly

program continues to be a popular and high-profile draw.

We are humbled and honored that the Consortium chose

one of our own to be the focal point of their Opening

Ceremony. They thoughtfully honored Ole Ed Pearson for

his enthusiasm and hard work for over a quarter of a

century in bringing model rocketry to the public.

The common perception of receiving an honor is to

envision being seated at the head table in some fancy resort

for a black tie gala. The President of the hosting

organization stands in his tuxedo at a

podium and delivers an impassioned

speech lauding the merits and

accomplishments of the honoree. But,

we all know that high-brow haute

couture and soigné ain’t appropriate

enough for our Ole Ed. Ole Ed is most at

home behind a launch control panel with

a microphone in one hand and a finger

on the firing button. But, for the Science

Day’s pomp

and circumstance, Ole Ed

graciously agreed to multi-task

to the delight of the crowd.

Being the featured guest for the

Opening Ceremony, our Ole Ed

was compelled to march in a

procession headed by a color

guard and a pipe band. Ed was

flanked on either side by an

honor guard of FAI Space

Modeling World Championship

Team USAmembers. Preceding

Ole Ed was the lovely Miss Western Maryland Teen. Her

beauty and poise were perfectly complemented by the

elegant and handsome Mr. Pearson. Ole Ed employed his

usual perfect taste in

wardrobe by

channeling Dr.

Robert Goddard as

he rocked a classic

double breasted

trench coat and an

elegant dress-felt

Stetson Fedora hat.

Ed looked every bit

the part of an honored dignitary. The highlight of the

Opening Ceremony was a ribbon cutting by Ole Ed after

the assembled crowd shouted out a countdown and “25

years of science”!

Ed reprised his role later that afternoon preceding the

rocket launch. Flanked once again his Team USA honor

guard and escorted again by the lovely Miss Western

Maryland Teen, Ole Ed managed to manipulate an

extremely dull pair of scissors to hack through his second

ribbon cutting of the day. This time Ed delivered a well

thought out speech of bridging

the past, present and future in

pursuit of scientific greatness.

Ed received a rocket-shaped

coffee mug and a bag of candy.

The coffee mug symbolically

represented Ed’s interest in

model rocketry. The bag of

candy symbolized just how

sweet Old Ed is.

Oh, and yes. There was a model rocket build and fly

session conducted by NARHAMS. I want to thank John

and Mary McCoy, my brother Greg and the Explorer Post

1010 TARC team members for all their help that day.

Photos (by Alex Mankevich):

Left: Ole Ed with the Honor Guard ofDave and Brendan

O'Bryan.

Top: Ole Ed doing the Ribbon cutting at the opening

ceremonies.

Middle: Ole Ed doing the ribbon cutting for the rocket

launch with Miss Western Maryland Teen and Brendan

O'Bryan.
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April Launch Report
Maria Ha

The April rocket launch took place on Saturday April 1 9.

The Has arrived at the field after picking up the launch

equipment and were met by the set up crew. Thanks to

their help, the launch area was assembled and we were

ready to start the flying of rockets shortly after 10 AM.

Maria brought an Easter basket of goodies and another

basket for the spot landing fun contest. Although no one

reached the basket it was attempted by Maria, whose

“eggbert” got hung up on the launch rod and “hatched”

there. Alec was unable to launch do to a physical

problem. And Jim had a good flight but landed “far”

away from the basket.

Members present at the launch: Jim Filler, Dick Stanford,

Maria, Tom and Chris Ha, John and Mary McCoy, Mike

Kelley, Jim Baird, Kevin Smith, Alec Waterhouse, Jerry

Godwin, Joshua and Justin Moore, Jef Fineran, Bill,

Katherine and Elizabeth Cooper, and Ed Pearson.

Richard Crisco did a fine job of handling the scout troops

that showed up in the afternoon. There was even some

TARC action on the pads.

The weather was warm and sunny and just a bit windy.

Thanks for the help in setting up and tearing down the

launch area! A shout out to Chris Ha for being LCO

when I got squeaky and staying at it the rest of the day.

The stats for this launch:

1 /8 A – 6

¼ A – 1

½ A – 7

A – 34

B – 35

C – 21

D – 14

E – 7

F – 6

2 cluster and 4 staged rockets

For a total of 137 flights.

Maria Ha posing with Eggbert

(photo by Jim Filler)

Mini-Reunion: From Left to right:

John McCoy, Richard "Itchie Ritchie" Hickok, Don Brown,

Alan Holmes.

Kneeling: Ed Pearson.

(photo by Jim Filler)

Jim Baird's 1/100th Scale Saturn 1B on a C11-3

(photo by Jim Filler)
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Interview with Jim Barrowman - Part 2
at the home of Don and Luly Carson,
Lake Gaston, NC Sept 201 3

(Editor's Note: This is the second part of the Jim

Barrowman Interview. Part 3 wil l be in the next issue

of Zog-43)

Don: Talk about the early years ofmodel rocketry when

you were involved with it, I guess it was pretty close to the

early years ofmodel rocketry as a hobby. What was it like

flying model rocketry?

Jim: Well, it was interesting. Harry Stine had gotten linked

up with the National Fire Protection Association, which

was the leading organization for fireman and public safety,

fire-type activities. He apparently recognized that it was

important that we get them on our side. That was one of the

very first things that he did. That turned out to be probably

the thing that allowed model rocketry to continue in this

country because he showed the folks that could have very

quickly shut model rocketry down that it was, in fact, a

safety related activity and not something that was

threatening to public safety.

So when we started flying in NARHAMS at DuVal High

School, on their athletic fields, and we would also go out to

farms and fly rockets. We would have section meets and

area meets and even before ECRM came along, a couple of

regional meets. [Judy: And ECRM came fairly quickly, I

mean the first year that you were involved, in ’66 they did

the area, sectional & regional] So we were able to fly very

nicely, didn't have any insurance or anything like that at

that time and we never really did have anybody come after

us to shut us down. [Ju: Well, we were in the middle of the

cow fields.] Well, I know, in a lot of cases, but also in the

middle of a high school athletic field.

Working with the schools, the schools tended to understand

that this was an educational activity. And again, the

Educational Programs people at Goddard were touting it as

a good thing and they held teacher seminars all the time. I

flew quite a number of rockets for the Goddard Education

Program people when they had summer workshops for

teachers, as did Howard and others.

NARHAMS had gotten more and more involved in

competition rocketry with the NAR Pink Book being the

rule book. Guys found they enjoyed that and it really

brought home to me that competition can bring out the best

in people. If they are really interested in competing they are

going to do some interesting things and original things and

really improve their skills in rocketry and I saw that in the

various meets that we had. But the other thing that

happened was, it also improved, not only my organization

skills, but the organizational skills of a lot of the folks in

the club as well, as we organized the various meets and

brought people together.

The first regional meet I think I was involved in included

Howard’s group and Jim's group. There was also a

connection with Jay Apt in the Pittsburgh group [Ju: there

was the Annapolis group] There was the Annapolis group, I

forgot about them [Ju: Pat Stakem, Jay Apt and that group

that were Cumberland, Pittsburgh] and so we got the

Annapolis Rocketeers under Bob Atwood [D: Bob Atwood,

yeah, Uncle Bob] who ended up as the subject of one of

Bruce's songs, as was Harry, as were a few other folks.

Bruce was quite the satirist along with everything else he

did. Bringing these people together and trading off area

meets and region meets and getting people involved from

further away really was interesting that went beyond the

flying part ofmodel rocketry it went more into the

organizational.

We had a good time, rockets were small then, I mean, the

largest engine that we had available initially was a C

engine and a little bit later on Flight Systems came into

being and Flight Systems was producing all the way up to

F engines and it wasn't too much after I got started that

they showed up on the scene.

The other thing that was interesting was the strong

connection with the Academy ofModel Aeronautics

(AMA). I think this was Harry's doing, but also with some

of the other trustees. The Academy ofModel Aeronautics

were well established by then and did have insurance.

Ultimately, we were able to get the NAR member

insurance through the AMA. It wasn't through the NAR

itself, it was kind of a secondary insurance. I remember

when we were putting together Zog-43 and we putting

together some of these meets, we would go down the AMA

HQ and use their mimeograph machines and some of this

old technology to put together flyers and information

sheets and what have you. I pretty quickly got involved

more in the organization side of stuff over and above the

work I was doing in modeling.
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I guess one of the other guys that later ended up showing

up at NARHAMS meetings was Herb Honecker, one of the

guys I worked with. [Ju: Well, his son, Steve, got involved]

I was thinking of someone Stouffer, who was Chuck

Stouffer's son. [Ju: Maybe he was called Charles or

Charley just to differentiate][D: there was another

offspring ofone ofyour coworkers I think, Lane] [J& Ju:

Alan Lane, John Lane's son] was very involved. He was in

NARHAMS and John was a branch head for the Flight

Performance Branch that we were all a part of. But Herb

was a model airplaner who loved to do scale models and

stuff like that and he put together some really nice scale

models of rockets. [Ju: well, rockets he worked on.] Early

on, it was interesting to get to know all the people involved

and fly some interesting rockets.

Probably the most interesting rocket I ever built was a big

balsa model of the B-70 bomber with the canard horizontal

stabilizer out front and twin engines in the back of it. This

thing was tough to get to fly, it would fly great throwing it,

but to getting it to fly great going up was a real challenge.

We got it to work two or three times.[D: Did that precede

Bruce's Disaster series ofValkyires?] Actually, it did, it

was probably the time frame. Mine was a kit. It started out

as a big balsa kit, had a wingspan of about 3 ' [Ju: but that

wasn't a model rocket kit, it was a model glider.] It was a

kit that was supposed to be a hand launch glider. It had an

“S” shaped curve on the wing. It was neat, it really caught

my fancy. Getting it, the hand launched glider, turned into a

model rocket glider was quite a

challenge, but it was fun.

D: Are there any other characters that we

ought to not let slip away into obscurity,

that we ought to capture?

J: Well, Guppy was one. He was in

the Annapolis group before coming over

to NARHAMS eventually [Ju: He was

with the MIT group with Bob Parks, Trip

Barber, that whole group and they came

down for the first ECRM] yup, Guppy was in the

Annapolis club. [Ju: I don't think he was ever with the

NARHAMS.] Well he spent a lot of time with us I know

that. I think he and a lot of those guys like Bob Singer, now

Parks, what about Parks? Was he strictly MIT? [D: he has

told me he was a NARHAMS member for a while] Was he,

maybe I am thinking ofBob rather than Guppy. Bob Singer

did some really interesting things with his rockets and was

always interested trying to push the envelope as far as how

small the fins could be and that sort of thing and what was

the right shape for the nose cone. [Ju: wasn't there a Mark

Loman, also Sally's brother] well Sally Loman was one of

the other gals that came and stuck for a while. I don't

remember them well to be honest. I do remember the

Philmans [Ju: and Barnes] Phil Barnes and what was his

brother's name [D: Steve? I remember him] He was an

excellent boost glider guy. I think boost gliders turned into

one of the unifying types of rockets that some of the more

advanced guys ended up spending a lot if time with and of

course ultimately in RC. Bruce Blackistone, is they guy

who sticks out in my mind as far as creativity and

uniqueness of not only his rockets but his whole

personality.

I think Ole Ed, Ed Pearson, to me was a born leader, and

had a great sense of humor. I remember he used to work at

Goddard on a data reduction system on one of the missions

called Atmospheric Explorer. This not part of his leadership

but part of his personality. As he worked around the

computer he used to leave these little sticky notes with a

little cat drawn on the note. He would put them on doors,

inside the computer, put them underneath people’s

keyboards. It would drive other people crazy trying to

figure out where these things came from and why they

were there. That was just the typical kind of subterfuge that

Ed would use to get a rise out of people. He was and is a

real character and a good friend. He is something else.

There were some guys at NARAM-8,

they drove Jim Kukowski nuts. He had to

go bail them out of jail because they had

stolen a bunch of traffic signs off the

highways[Ju: A bunch, like 50! ] They

thought that was hilarious, but as you can

imagine it was a big safety deal. He got

them out, but he had to promise to keep an

eye on them. so he charged us all with

watching them real closely. [D: Where

was that?] That was NARAM-8 at Wilmington AFB, OH,

outside ofColumbus. That was in ’66.

D: So before it gets to far behind us, tell us about Howard

and Dottie.

J: Well, as I said, Howard was basically the guy that

introduced me to model rocketry. He was an ex-Navy guy,

GuppyYoungren, 1974

(Trip Barber photo, NARAM 50 CD)
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very principled person and very enthusiastic person.

Enjoyed whatever he did. He had been a girl scout leader

and a boy scout leader. He was a leader in model rocketry

as a section leader. He did a lot in international sounding

rocket-type work, he worked with the Brazilians on flying

sounding rockets out ofBrazil. He had a fabulous career

after sounding rockets, he went to work for the first

communication satellite project that Goddard build as a

pathfinder for all the communication satellites up in

geosynchronous orbit now.

When they started putting satellites up in geosynchronous

orbit they recognized that they needed to put antennas on

the ground that could communicate with the satellites in

the geosynchronous altitude. They struck a deal with India

to put together a means of communicating with rural Indian

villages with small antennas that were basically umbrellas

that would unfold and be sat on a tripod and

Howard volunteered to go over there and be part

of putting those out into the rural areas of India

and he fell in love with India. Another part of his

personality was he went with the underdog and

the downtrodden and what have you and he did a

lot to make that whole communication satellite

concept come to pass. Not too many people

realize how much Howard really did to make that

happen.

Of course from a model rocketry standpoint his

classic quote "Model rocketry is fun!” rings across the

launch fields even today, I imagine. [D: Still does, I heard

it at NARAM this year many times. ] Sometimes in

frustration, [D: sometimes with a question mark on the

end. ] Its fine to remind ourselves sometimes. In fact, one of

the surviving pictures I have ofHoward is of him sitting on

the hood ofmy car as we drove through a toll both in

Florida and he was sitting there talking to the gal as we

went through. [D: What was he doing on the hood ofthe

car?] He said, "Here, let me go through on the hood of

your car as we go through” and he just wanted to get her

attention. That one of his kind of strange things that he did

that were interesting.

Don't forget about Dottie. We didn’t get to know Dottie

until ECRM timeframe. Of course that was in 68. We got to

know Howard at ECRM and at earlier meets. Dottie hadn’t

really showed up at the scene until we started going to the

ECRMs and Judy and Dottie hit it off. [Ju: Basically the

first time we really did with me, we would go out for

dinner or for breakfast at the meets. We would go with

Howard and Dottie. There were limited selections of

where you could go eat at the first couple ofECRMs.

There wasn't a whole lot of… Bowling Green was kind of

one of those town that rolls up the sidewalks a 8 o'clock]

I'm not even sure they had sidewalks. [D: So were they

flying ECRMat AP Hill?] yep. [D: Did it start at AP

Hill?] yup, it started at AP Hill. The very first ECRM was

at AP Hill, that's a story unto itself.

That we got into Camp AP Hill was all about Carl Kratzer.

Apparently, he had some kind of a connection. He asked

me to go down to AP Hill with him and talk to the

Commanding Officer and see ifwe could get them to

support us and for whatever reason there was fertile ground

there. Carl was the ECRM-1 Contest Director and it was

his meet, beginning to end. I basically

just flew rockets at ECRM-1 . I didn't

do anything organizationally. After

that I took a bigger involvement in the

organization of the meet, but it was

really Carl's doing. I supported him in

going down an providing an adult

presence so that the Commander didn’t

think it was just a bunch of kids

coming down. Talk about memorable

guys in NARHAMS, I think Carl is one

of those guys that deserves to be in that

category. He was a very smart young man and proved to be

a very smart person as he grew older. He went into a

technical profession, too.

D: And when did the red van show up?

J: Probably ECRM-2, again that's where Dottie and Judy

really started working together and they became the data

reduction and results computers, not with computers but

with [Ju: Haha, computers in '68?] Calculators [D: Multi-

colored cards] yup. And that's how we organized. we

actually sat around in Howard's house one time and

decided what would be the best way to organize all this

stuff from beginning to end and I think that’s the origin of

the colored card and the 5x7 with all the information and

you could use them for all the different kinds of events and

that sort of thing and rack and rail assignments.

Of course that's another part of the Goddard connection, we

ended up building a bunch of racks and a control system

ECRM-1 Photo

(Courtesy ofJim Barrowman)
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there at Goddard using a lot of old sounding rocket

electronic parts, connectors, dial switches and toggle

switches. I went and raided a bunch of the old sounding

rocket parts drawers. [D: Did they fly rack and rails before

that or did they fly individual pads early on] Pretty much

rack and rails when we were doing meets. Some of the

racks and rails were homebuilt and had maybe 4 or 5 rails.

We ended up with 6 birds on a rack. I mean these were

built in the Goddard shop, I think they are still using them.

[D: They are. ] They have probably gone through a number

ofwiring activities but the basic racks are still there, I'm

sure. They are solid as a rock. [Ju: Yeah, I think ECRM-1

was the first time they were used.] that could well be,

because Paul Conner wired the original racks.

Howard and I got them built, I think it was more Howard

than me at the time because he knew people in the shop I

didn't know. Howard got them built. [Ju: You weren't on

that side of the house as far as. . . ] [D: hardware] Howard

wasn't either but he was more so than I was, but I bet Herb

had something to do with it because he was more of a

hardware guy.

The ECRM series took off, can you imagine that today they

are flying national meets that are smaller than our ECRM-

2,3,4,&5? I mean we had a couple hundred people at those,

flying rockets. [D: I seem to remember the top one being

about 350 people. ] yea that [D: for a weekend, flying

probably 10 events] [Ju: I can't remember, I think we might

have had 8, because we really only flew on Saturday and

Sunday] And I remember along with the cards and stuff, we

designed the fan shaped rack distribution. I think we use

some ofHoward's Star Spangled Banner racks. I think we

got to 5 racks.[Ju: I can’t remember, I never got out of the

car! ] Fan shaped racks layout are a natural thing to do.

How people got in and got out with out running into each

other. We created the traffic flow along with everything

else. Worked out pretty well.

Goddard Sunday Launch Pictures
Here are some pictures from the June Goddard launch. This is what Ed saw most of the day, as he retrieved rockets from

the other side of the fence at Goddard.
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May 201 4 Mt. Airy Launch on the Lone
Prairie

Alex Mankevich

May 201 4 Launch Manager

NARHAMS went back to yesteryear

at the May Mt. Airy sport launch. It

wasn’t exactly amber waves of grain,

but more like green waves of tall

fescue. The whole scene was like

“home, home on the range” as

westward-bound pioneers traveled in

their Conestoga wagons among the

vast herds of bison. It seemed to me

that the PA system even picked up the

chattering of prairie dogs from time

to time.

Frank Panek, Richard Crisco and Mike Kelly helped Alex

transport the equipment and set up the launch range. We

had to stomp down a lot of tall grass to make something

resembling a launch range. The pioneer spirit prevailed,

and your intrepid range crew had the launch equipment set

up before long.

Scouting Czar Richard Crisco swore up and down that no

scout groups would be joining us that day. Naturally, a

pack turned up around 2:00

that afternoon. They flew

mostly Alpha 3s on B6

motors. Jim Filler did a great

job as launch manager as

Alex did the safety check-in

for the scouts.

Jim Filler had earlier busied

himself by tweaking and fine-

tuning his Bumper-WAC.

Jim is leaving nothing to

chance as he’s started early

with test flights and

experimentation. Jim flew

using a B6-0 staging to an 1 /2A3-4T with an altimeter on

board. The good thing about launching with tall grass is

that the heavy vegetation helped to cushion the impact of

any less-than-nominal flight.

Alex tried out his mini-Rotaroc that he built with his fellow

NARHAMSters under Jim’s tutelage at the April business

meeting. The first flight ended up with a nose dive in to

the thankfully soft grass. Mr. Filler then recommended that

Alex fly his Rotaroc on a D12 (as least I think he did).

Alex, Frank and Richard all watched as the Rotaroc sailed

over the trees into the direction of

Mount Holly Springs, PA. Tom Ha

– if you’re reading this … please

look for Alex’s Rotaroc in your

yard, and bring it to the next

meeting. Alex wants his Rotaroc

back.

The theme for the launch was

military rockets. Alex, Frank,

Mike, Richard, Jef Fineran and

Kevin Smith all got into the act and

a total of fifteen military flights were flow. Some of the

models flown were the Patriot, Nike Smoke, Amraam,

STM-012, Exocet, Navaho, V-2, and Tomahawk. Alex

flew some of his Soviet styled ICBMs. The more

impressive flights were Mike Kelly’s Exocet on a G64-4

and Frank Panek’s STM-012 on a D12. Let the record

reflect that no foreign military force dared to attack the

USA during this launch.

TARC fever was evidently still in the air as the McKinley

Tech High School TARC guys showed up for some

flights. Richard recognized their rockets from the last

Goddard launch. It’s good to see folks bringing their

“A” game from Goddard to the Mt. Airy field.

Chris Greco couldn’t pass us up a good launch and

showed up at the 11 th hour. He’d brought along his

21 inch long X-15 and it flew very well on a C6.

The bean count is as follows: a total of 81 flights

overall with only four problem flights. The problems

were separations, motor ejection and failure to stage.

Motor log: 1 8 - C6, 1 8 - B6, 14 – A8, 11 – B4, 7 -

D12, 5 – C11 , 4 – 1 /2A, 2 – A3 and one each for A10,

D13, E18, F22, G53, G64 and G76.

Photos: (all by Alex Mankevich)

Top: Prairie launching in tall grass.

Bottom: A G powered flight.
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The Alpha IV (III) (XLIII?) Project

by Ole Ed

You have seen the Estes Alpha, Alpha III, Maxi Alpha,

etc.1 But have you seen an Alpha IV? You may have if

you went to April’s club launch but probably didn’t notice

it.

The Alpha IV is what I call a four-fin Alpha III. This

article writes about its origin, how it was made, how it

flew, and people’s reaction to it.

ORIGIN. Long story short, I made it for a practical reason

but ended up seeing if I could make a model that people

would do a double take upon noticing the extra fin.

CONSTRUCTION HIGHLIGHTS. A strategy was

decided: first modify an Alpha III’s fin can to include a

fourth fin and then build the rocket

as if it were an Alpha III. Easy

peasy—at least to describe.

I used a new kit’s three-fin can and

cut off two fins. To remove the fins

I scored, with an Xacto, lines the

length of the root edge of each side

of two affected fins. I then wiggled

the fins back and forth until they

snapped off at the scored lines.

This was a technique recommended

by John McCoy.

A caution in case you want to do

this: In scoring your snap lines,

keep your blade perpendicular to

the plane of the fins. Otherwise

you may dig a channel into the fin

can.

Sanding (a lot) is next for the fin unit and the removed fins

(and a fourth fin you need to cut off from a junk/spare

Alpha III). Initially sand along the fin can’s severed fin

lines with 220 grit wet/dry paper until you no longer feel

where the old fins were. Then switch to 600 grit wet/dry

and sand around the fin unit’s circumference (instead of

up-down the old fin line) until the location of the old fins

become imperceptible.

Use your Xacto to remove any flash from the severed fins.

Sand (600 grit) both sides of the fins to attach. Then use

sanding blocks (220 and 600 grit) to sand fins’ root edges.

Periodically test fit the fins onto the sanded can. You are

seeking a perfect flush fit—your glue will not be a gap

filler to hide an uneven snapped/cut edge and you want a

trompe l’oeil effect.

To reattach the fins I used Tenax-7R plastic cement. Scott

Branche recommended it and I verified others online

experience recounts. In essence it works great, but it is

tricky to work with, takes some practice, patience and

experience. The salient points to know are (1 ) it is clear,

reportedly odorless and carcinogenic—I worked on a table

outside with it for ventilation; (2) it evaporates so quickly

that if you take time to close the bottle after putting some

Tenax on your applicator, the Tenax may have already

dried! If you leave the top off, you might see the liquid

(thinner than water) bubble and

dissipate in the bottle. (3) It works

best if you hold the pieces to cement

in position and let capillary action of

the agent work on seams until

disparate parts meld or weld together.

This means you should have someone

else hold the parts together and you

apply the cement or do as I did and

use a fin attachment j ig to fit a fin

onto its can. (4) Figure out where

you’re going to locate a fin without

marking the fin can. Pencil and ink

lines will dissolve when Tenax hits

them, and you don’t want residue

marks to betray you have been gluing

on fins. (5) Used sparingly, Tenax

will not craze plastic (i.e. , the fins or

fin can).

I used a thin, pointy artist brush and ran the Tenax along

where fin and can met. I then pressed the fin firmly to the

can for a few seconds to get the agent to set up. I waited a

few minutes to insure the chemical welding finished before

rotating the can 90o for the next fin. I used 1 ,000 grit

sandpaper to remove any shiny Tenax residue and touch up

any scratched areas. With the fin unit finished, I

assembled the kit according to its instructions.

HOW IT FLEW. I flew at Old National Pikes Park last
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April at the club’s launch and used a 1 /2A. Despite the

small impulse engine, the rocket soared majestically, and

there was no discernible spin unlike the majority ofAlphas

I’ve seen. That alone made the six or so hour build—vs. a

45 minute kit assembly, seem worthwhile.

PEOPLE’S REACTION. Scott saw it first at Hobbyworks.

A puzzled look crept across his face. “It has four fins. It

has FOUR fins,” he exclaimed. Then it dawned on him.

“Now I know why you wanted that,” he said referring to

the Tenax. He displayed the model for a few days in the

store window and later asked Kevin Johnson what was

wrong with the Alpha. Kevin knew at once. “It needs a

launch lug,” he said not noticing the extra fin.

I showed it at Mt. Airy and no one noticed the altered fin

unit either…except for Jim Filler, but Kevin texted him

that I might need a lug and he may have let the cat out of

the bag. Jim said, “That’s a VERY interesting Alpha,” and

that he noticed the extra fin at once.

Others saw, held or commented on the model (“There’s

been a lot of those up here today” or “Is that an extra one

you got last week at Rockville?” for example) but didn’t

see the modification.

One old hand even observed, “I thought you were past

(flying) Alphas—especially premanufactured ones.”

There’s a danger in building a triompe d’oeil too

well—you miss out on the double takes.

________________
1The Astron Alpha (BT50, 1 2.3” long) debuted in the 1 967 Estes

catalog. An Alpha I I fol lowed, meant for educators and used

metric measurements—but was otherwise the same kit. The I I

didn’t make the catalog and I remember some versions included

a razor, engines, and wadding. The Alpha I I I came out in 1 971

and was the same size as the Alpha. Original ly it featured a red

plastic fin unit and nose. The orange plastic fin unit and cone

with black body tube first appeared in 1 992 and replaced the

red/white Alpha I I I pictures in the 1 993 catalog. The Maxi Alpha

(BT80, 33.1 ” long) came out in 1 978 with die-cut balsa fins. The

fol lowing year the Maxi Alpha 3 (a smidgen longer at 33.25” but

sti l l a BT80) appeared with red plastic fins (but no fin can) and

plastic nose. A model usually lasted a fl ight or two before a fin

snapped off upon landing. Alan Wil l iams adds that one should

remember that the Colossus was really part of the Alpha

family—he says it was really a Maxi Alpha 3 with two more BT80

sections! The Estes Super Alpha appeared in 201 0 (BT60, 1 9.5”

long) with laser cut fins and a balsa nosecone. The Astron

Phantom appeared first (at least by 1 963) and was a fin-less see-

through display model (8.7” long & .736” diameter). I t was

updated to the Alpha configuration and size in 1 972.

Footnote:

Dr. Bob notes there really was an Estes Alpha IV. It was a

3-fin III with plastic black fin can/nose and red prismatic

(cardboard based) body and observed Estes Industries 40th

anniversary.

NARHAMS CALENDAR next 3 months

Jun 7 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting: Radio controlled glider discussion (open) College Park, MD

Jun 21 -22 Sport launch and ECRM-41 Mt. Airy, MD

Events: A PD, A SD, A HD, A RG, Concept Scale, OSL (Jim Filler)

Jun 26 12 – 4 pm Ag Center launch (Jennifer Ash-Poole and Mark Wise) Westminster, MD

Jul 5 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting: Summer Pot Luck Picnic College Park, MD

Jul 6 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD

Jul 19 2 – 7 pm Sport launch (Alex Mankevich) Mt. Airy, MD

Jul 20 12 – 4 pm Apollo Contest (Jennifer Ash-Poole) Greenbelt, MD

Jul 26 – Aug 1 NARAM-56 Pueblo, CO

Events: STA 160m, C BG, B PAY, B CA, C HD, D SRA, FAI A PD,

Giant Sport Scale, Concept Scale, R&D

Aug 2 5:30 – 9 pm Monthly meeting: NARAM recap (open) College Park, MD

Aug 3 1 – 2 pm Goddard public launch Greenbelt, MD

Aug 162 – 7 pm Sport launch: Radio controlled gliders (open) Mt. Airy, MD

Aug 24-31 World Space Modeling Championships Varna, Bulgaria
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More on the Alpha -- Mary Roberts ofEstes Industries adds to the story on the history of the fabled Alpha.

Cleaning out her files are notes on key dates various Alpha products appeared. She adds that the list was good up to 1998

and was composed to record trademark history for business purposes. (E. Pearson)

HISTORY OF CENTURI/ESTES ALPHAMODEL ROCKETRY PRODUCTS

The year(s) that Centuri/Estes first commenced the sale of various Alpha products through Estes catalogs, to distributors,

and to retailers, identifying the year(s) for the corresponding type of sale;

Last Date

Prod # Description Intro Date Available (b)

0717 Super Alpha Ready-to-Fly Starter Kit 1985

1225 Alpha Rocket Kit 1966 Continuing

1256 Alpha III Rocket Kit 1971 Continuing

1291 Maxi Alpha Rocket Kit 1977 1980

1291S Maxi Alpha (Special) Rocket Kit (Retail Display Only) 1977 1978

1321 Maxi Alpha 3 Rocket Kit 1979 1985

1406 Alpha III Starter Kit 1970 Continuing

1406-1 Alpha III Starter Kit (Toys R Us) 1992 1995

1406-2 Alpha III Starter Kit (Wal-Mart) 1 992 1995

1407 Deluxe Starter Kit with Alpha Rocket 1970

1408 Metric Alpha Rocket Kit 1976

1411 Maxi Alpha 3 Starter Kit 1979 1982

1419 Alpha II Rocket Kit 196_

1421 Alpha II Rocket and Component Kit 196_ Continuing

1423 Alpha Launch Special 1 977 1982

1443 Metric Alpha Launch Special 1 978* 1982

1444 Alpha III Rocket and Component Kit 197_

1452 Educator Pack with Alpha Rocket Kit (Educators Only) 197_

1454 Club Kit with Alpha Rocket Kit (Educators Only) 197_ Continuing

1456 Teacher's Special Starter Set (with Generic E2X and Alpha Rocket Kit) 1 995 Continuing

1460 Alpha Starter Kit 1989* 1991

1470 Educator Pack with Alpha Rocket Kit 198_ Continuing

1740 Super Alpha Power Kit 1985

1751 Alpha III Bulk Pack 1992 Continuing

1756 Alpha Bulk Pack 1992 Continuing

2102 Alpha Economy Pack 1983 1986

9039 Alpha III Starter Kit (Catalog) 1992* 1993

9040 Alpha Class Pack 1990 1991

9091 Alpha III Starter Kit (J.C. Penney) 1989* 1990

99080 Alpha Launch Special 1 975* 1976

201406 Alpha III Starter Kit (Canada) 197_ Continuing

201456 Teacher's Special Starter Set with Generic E2X and Alpha Kit (Canada) 1991* Continuing

221406 Alpha III Starter Kit (Germany) 1989* 1993

241406 Alpha III Starter Kit (Italy) 1990* 1991

251406 Alpha III Starter Kit (Japan) 1990* 1991

301406 Alpha III Starter Kit (Europe) 1992* Continuing

301406C Alpha III Starter Kit (Canada) 1994* Continuing

Generally, these products could be purchased by distributors, retailers, educators and other consumers and were sold through all

channels of distribution in the US or other countries specified unless noted otherwise.
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Hey! Have you ever gotten stuck not being able to find that

“perfect” body tube with just the right diameter for your

scale model? The one, without which, your beautiful scale

model is relegated to semi-scale or a sport model…? Have

you ever wondered how some model rockets look like they

were machined out ofmetal? Have you ever wanted to get

that competitive “edge” of a super light but durable body

tube with a glass-like finish? My friends, many top US and

International modelers have already accomplished this and

know the answer lies with fiberglass body tubes! Now get

this: You make them yourself and its not hard to do!

Commonly, fiberglass tubes are used on most all FAI style

International competition models, some NAR competition

models and many scale and HPR models. There are

obvious reasons why you would want to use fiberglass

tubes over classic cardboard tubes: higher strength, lower

weight and accurate custom diameters. These

characteristics are going to be more important on

competition models and scale models, but are certainly

desirable on sport models as well. There are disadvantages

as well: some compressibility, sanding/finishing and

availability: you can’t just buy them off the shelf, you have

to make them. So this is a primer on how to get started

without all the muss and fuss of special, custom made

mandrels, hot water baths or baking your tube in an oven.

That’s right: cold-rolled fiberglass tubes!

OK, ready to get started? All you need is readily available

down at the Hobby Shop or Hardware store, with a side trip

to the Grocery store for a snack and a few others. I’ ll

describe them below, as well as where to get them.

The Basics: If you’re going to make a fiberglass tube you

will need…

1) Fiberglass cloth – either ½oz or ¾oz Hobby shop

2) Laminating Epoxy Resin – West Systems #105-A

Epoxy Resin with their #206-A Hardener. Pot life of

20min before it starts to cure - hardware store.

3) Gloves non-latex type. Drug store – in box of 100.

4) Face Masks – any of the stores mentioned. You

probably already have some.

5) Finishing Products: (A) Sand Paper – Various grits.

I like the Wet-Dry type, it holds up much better for

multiple sandings and you can clean it off and reuse.

Recommended grits: 220, 320. 400 and 600, in increasing

fineness. I usually use a (B) Wide Emery Board to knock

off any hardened blebs or fiberglass projections before

sanding – makes things go a lot quicker. You may wish to

pick up some (C) Steel Wool (00, 000, 0000) at the

Hardware store as well. Steel wool gives a glassy

smoothness to your tube after you have finished sanding.

It is also handy for cleaning cured epoxy off your tools and

forms – nice but not absolutely necessary.

6) Wax Paper – This is one of your critical tools so

get a Name Brand! (try Cut-Rite from Reynolds) Name

brands are slightly more expensive wax papers, but they

have more wax! Cheaper wax papers have less wax and

greater porosity, allowing the epoxy to soak into the wax

paper and prevent its removal. In other words: The paper

will end up bonded to the tube. But I’ ll show you a work-

around with the next item. Available at all local Grocery

stores, even K-Mart and WalMart.

7) Household Paraffin – also known as: Canning or

Baker’s Wax. Get it at the Grocery store.

8) Hobby Knife or single edged Razor Blades,

9) Metal Ruler

10) Stick-Glue

11 ) Calipers (I prefer the digital type I got on eBay)

12) Needle Nose Pliers or Hemostat (longer = better.)

1 3) Body Tube Forms – Also known as a “Mandrel.”

Mandrel is a generic term that been applied to just about

anything you use to form a fiberglass part - on the outer

surface. A “mold” is something where you form a part on

the inner surface, many times having two halves. For your

Cold Rolled Fiberglass Tubes
By: Dr. Bob Kreutz

(Article is reprinted by permission from the Garden State Spacemodeling Society newsletter:

The Launch Rack, Volume 30 Number 3 (Issue 159) May-June 2012
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mandrel – you can use anything shaped like a tube: a solid

steel or aluminum rod, a curtain rod, a wooden dowel, a

copying machine roller - anything, as long as it is Rigid

and has a Smooth Surface devoid of irregular bumps or

depressions. It can even be tapered if you are making an

egglofter or transition section, but for now we are only

considering straight tubes. My product of choice? K & S

Brass Tubes available at your local Hobby shop. See:

http://www.ksmetals.com/resources/Catalog_2011 .pdf or

http://www.ksmetals.com Looking for larger sizes? You

might check out the steel drill rod sizes offered by

McMaster-Carr for on-line ordering, just in case that old

curtain rod or wooden dowel just won’t do. They carry

many suitable types of tube and rods. All are relatively

inexpensive, extremely smooth and come in many

incremental diameters and lengths. However, larger

diameters are going to be heavy! (and a few more $$.. .)

http://www.mcmaster.com/#drill-rods/=g24p9l .

The key is to find a rod to use as a suitable “mandrel” that

very closely approximates the diameter of tube you want to

make, just slightly smaller. Remember, the mandrel size

will be the INSIDE diameter of your tube. For absolutely

accurate outer tube wall dimensions, you must consider 1 -

the outer diameter of the mandrel, 2-the thickness ofwax

paper and most importantly, 3-the thickness of the wall of

the fiberglass tube itself. The latter two are determined by

the number of times each material is rolled around the

mandrel, or the number of “wraps.”

Technique: OK, Let’s make a tube!

Here is how I make a robust piston tube that will hold up

better than a craft paper piston. You can also use this tube

as a body tube or motor mount tube.

First, I determine the inside diameter of the tube by

measuring the width of the motor nozzle with calipers. In

this case, I am making a piston for a Czech Delta motor

which is 10.1mm in diameter. The closest size, without

going larger, of a K&S Brass tube is 3/8” (9.525mm) which

will be used as the mandrel core. I am using a 36” long

K&S tube because I want a finished piston tube at least 1 8”

long and will need extra mandrel length on either end to

hold on to and rotate. You can also assemble multiple

shorter tubes to make one long one. With calipers, I

measured the diameter of the brass tube naked and also

with 10 wraps of the wax paper I’m using on it. Taking the

difference and dividing by 10 (wraps) I determined that one

wrap ofwax paper thickens the mandrel by 0.06111mm. I

want a tube at least 10.1mm wide inside, to fit my motor

(nozzle). Therefore, (1 0.1 - 9.525) ÷ 0.06111 = 9.4 wraps

ofwax paper to bring the mandrel up to the correct

diameter. The length needed of a flat sheet ofwax paper is

determined by multiplying the circumference of the brass

tube times the number ofwraps (9.525 x π) x 9.4 = 281mm

(11”). If the tube I want will be 18” long, I am going to add

3” to each end of the wax paper as extra, to protect the

brass from sloppy epoxy. So, the sheet ofwax paper I will

wrap around the brass tube needs to be 24” (18+3+3) wide

by 281mm high. This is easily cut from your roll and will

result in a mandrel that is 10.1mm in diameter and a tube

that can easily be slid off the brass core. The wax paper is

then simply peeled from the inside of the finished

fiberglass tube.

BTW, I have the calculations set up in an Excel

Spreadsheet. I simply plug in the diameters of the tube(s)

and it gives me the lengths ofwax paper or fiberglass that I

need. Email me and I can send it to you.

To complete the mandrel, lay the wax paper out on a flat

surface. Place the Brass tube on one edge and tightly wind

the paper onto the tube as you roll it. Use your fingers to

keep pressure on the wrap so that it doesn’t slip or unwind.

Leave the last inch or so free on the flat surface. Apply

stick glue to this edge and then quickly roll to complete the
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wrap before it dries. I use a smooth pen or pencil shank to

burnish the glued edge down, ensuring a tight, firm and

barely perceptible overlap. To make certain there is no

porosity in the paper and prevent bonding, I then rub the

household paraffin on the surface, just like waxing a

surfboard. Light strokes will keep the wax smooth and thin.

The paraffin will keep the wax paper from sticking to the

inside of the fiberglass tube and aid its removal later. Set

the prepared mandrel aside on some blocks under the ends,

to act as a cradle you can balance or maneuver it on.

Next, cut your fiberglass cloth to size using the same

calculations we used previously. I want a strong but not

too heavy finished tube, so I will use 6 wraps of 3/4oz (a

medium-light weight) cloth [use 2 wraps minimum.]

Fiberglass when wetted by epoxy will turn a cloudy-clear

almost translucent color. So, I will also cut a piece ofwhite

tissue paper wrap to add color and help reduce porosity.

The neat thing about tissue is you can add color to your

models and tubes without paint! Tissue can also be printed

on in your computer inkjet or laser printer, adding any

graphics you can imagine to your tube. You only need one

wrap of tissue to add color or graphics. The best is

Japanese tissue from the Hobby shop. Print on the glossy

side and always have the glossy side out. I’m using plain

old white wrapping tissue, to make construction notes on,

so I know the dimensions and how I made the tube. Once

epoxied, these tissue “notes” (or graphics) will literally

become a “tattoo” on the side or end of the tube.

Now, this is very important: Lay out all the material you

have cut or will use to make your tube before mixing the

epoxy! My wife can list off the top of her head the stuff I

have ruined around the house by touching it with epoxy

coated gloves, when I forgot to prepare some component.

Be neat, spread newspaper on your work space and keep

everything there (Anne says: Or… ELSE!)

Next, prepare your epoxy by weight. Do not eyeball or

guestimate like 5-minute epoxy – the proportions must be

correct to insure proper hardness, cure and setting time.

Using gloves, spread some of the mixed epoxy (avoid

mixing in too many bubbles! ) on the wax papered mandrel

with your finger or a brush, just like buttering some fresh

Jersey corn (do not salt and pepper the mandrel…) Lay the

top edge of your tissue down into the epoxy. Using a

dabbing motion, continue to lay down the tissue on the wet

surface, letting the epoxy soak into the material as you

rotate the mandrel. Next, on top of the tissue, begin laying

down the fiberglass cloth in the same direction, beginning

in the middle of the previously applied tissue wrap, not at

the overlapped edge. You will need to periodically add

more epoxy with a gloved finger or disposable brush to

fully wet the fiberglass cloth. By gently dabbing at the

cloth, you can work out air pockets and keep the glass taunt

and smooth. Do not pull hard on the wetted glass, simply

smooth and work the cloth around the mandrel.

Let the wrap cure overnight. I wait 24 hours to be sure.

Then I begin finishing the tube on the mandrel: remove

hardened blebs, drips or hairs of stiff fiberglass with and

emery board. Sand the tube surface with wet-dry (220-

)330-400-600 grit sandpaper, in increasing fineness. Some

modelers actually chuck the mandrel in a lathe or variable
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speed drill and spin sand to reduce the labor. From personal

experience, it is more than likely you will sand right

through the wall of the tube this way, so try hand sanding

first and only use motorized sanding with very fine

sandpaper! If you are making a “scale” tube of specific

diameter: constantly check your diameter with calipers and

make any necessary reduction along the length. When you

are happy with the 600 grit sanding, rub the surface with

fine steel wool to give it that glassy smooth finish!

You have the correct tube diameter and finish so slide the

wax paper and tube off the mandrel core. Grab the exposed

end of the wax paper wrap with a hemostat or needle-nose

pliers and begin twisting. The wax paper will peel from the

inside of the tube and wind around itself. For longer tubes

you will have to peel from both ends until the wax paper

fully releases - somewhere in the middle. Now, slip the raw

tube back on the K&S Brass core or mandrel. Pick an area

where the tube wall is pretty consistent where you will

finish the end. Use some masking tape to secure the

opposite end of the rough tube to the brass core and

remove the rough end with a razor blade against the edge

of the brass tube. This will create a very smooth end to the

fiberglass tube. Repeat for the opposite end, at the length

you want the final tube to be.

Wha-La! Cold Rolled Fiberglass Tube! Lastly, you will

want to clean the inside of the tube with a degreaser (I like

Guardian Dry Cleaning Fluid) by soaking a cotton ball or

rumpled tissue with the solvent. Run it up and down the

inside of the tube on a straightened coat-hanger wire or

small diameter wooden dowel.

Interested in rolling fiberglass tubes used for International

Competition??? Check out some of the excellent and truly

informative articles, as well as the construction video by

David O’Bryan, on the NAR-FAI Spacemodeling archives,

hosted by Yahoo Groups:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NAR_FAI_Spacemodeling/

files/Techniques/ You may have to join the group to gain

access to the archived file section, which isn’t a bad idea!

If you have any questions or problems you can contact Dr.

Bob Kreutz, to discuss any part of this article, competition,

scale rocketry or FAI Spacemodeling at:

orbitboybob@comcast.net




